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Request for Vendor Contract Update
Pursuant to the terms of your awarded vendor contract, all vendors must notify and receive approval from Region
4/OMNIA Partners, Public Sector when there is an update in the contract. No request will be officially approved
without the prior authorization of Region 4. Region 4 reserves the right to accept or reject any request.
Sterling Infosystems (DBA Sterling) hereby provides notice of the following update to
(Vendor Name)

Contract number: R191303 for Pre-Employment Background Screening, Related Products and Services on this date
October 15, 2020.
Instructions: Vendors must check all that may apply and shall provide supporting documentation. Place your initials
next to each item to confirm that documents are indeed included. Request received without supporting documentation
will be returned. Be sure to sign prior to submitting your update for approval. This form is not intended for use if
there is a material change in operations, which may adversely affect members, i.e. assignment, bankruptcy, change
of ownership, merger, etc. Please contact a member of the OMNIA Partners Contracting Team to request a “Notice
of Material Change to Vendor Contract” form.



Authorized Distributors/Dealers



Addition
Deletion
Supporting Documentation

X Products/Services
HB





New Addition
Update Only
Supporting Documentation

States/Territories



Supporting Documentation

Price Update

Supporting Documentation

Discontinued Products/Services

Supporting Documentation

Other

Supporting Documentation

Notes: Vendor may include other notes regarding the contract update here: (attach another page if necessary).
Please see page 2 for description of new products and pricing

Submitted By: Harris Bornstein
Title: Vice President, Alliances

X


Approved Date



Denied Date

Contact Number: 347-853-0350
Email Address: harris.bornstein@sterlingcheck.com

Region 4 ESC:

10/27/2020 | 1:16 PM PDT
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COVID-19 SCREENING:

Clinical: COV19
Active OBSV SC
Saliva

Clinical: COV19
Active Onsite Tech

Clinical: COV19
Active OBSV Saliva
Bulk

Observed at-home/self-collect molecular diagnostic test, using
saliva, for symptomatic and asymptomatic COVID-19 virus testing.
Collection to be observed by a trained remote observer. Cost
includes lab testing, ordering physician, device, observer, shipment
to patient, and shipment of sample to lab. Test is FDA EUA
authorized. Client will be charged at the time kit is ordered.
Bulk order of observed self-collect molecular test, using saliva, for
symptomatic or asymptomatic COVID-19 virus testing. Collection to
be observed by a dedicated onsite technician or virtual observer.
Price is per test observed and includes lab testing, ordering
physician, device, observer, and shipment of the samples to lab.
Additional outbound shipping costs of $60 for any quantity up to 50
apply. Additional shipping charges may apply to kits shipped
outside the continental United States. As required and incurred,
additional onsite fees may apply and include, but not be limited to,
travel expenses, minimum commitments, and/or cancellation fees.
Pricing is based on common onsite event design; actual pricing may
differ based on specific event requirements. Client will be charged
at the time kit is ordered.
Bulk order of self-collect molecular diagnostic tests, using saliva, for
symptomatic and asymptomatic COVID-19 virus testing. Collection
to be observed by a trained remote observer. Price is per test kit
and includes lab testing, ordering physician, device, observer, and
shipment of sample to lab. Test is FDA EUA authorized. Additional
shipping costs of $60 for any quantity up to 50 apply to a location
designated by client. Additional shipping charges may apply to kits
shipped outside the continental United States. Client will be
charged at the time kit is ordered.

$200.00

$165.00

$180.00

